Biophysical Approaches to Bacterial Gene Regulation by Riboswitches.
The last decade has witnessed the discovery of a variety of non-coding RNA sequences that perform a broad range of crucial biological functions. Among these, the ability of certain RNA sequences, so-called riboswitches, has attracted considerable interest. Riboswitches control gene expression in response to the concentration of particular metabolites to which they bind without the need for any protein. These RNA switches not only need to adopt a very specific tridimensional structure to perform their function, but also their sequence has been evolutionary optimized to recognize a particular metabolite with high affinity and selectivity. Thus, riboswitches offer a unique opportunity to get fundamental insights into RNA plasticity and how folding dynamics and ligand recognition mechanisms have been efficiently merged to control gene regulation. Because riboswitch sequences have been mostly found in bacterial organisms controlling the expression of genes associated to the synthesis, degradation or transport of crucial metabolites for bacterial survival, they offer exciting new routes for antibiotic development in an era where bacterial resistance is more than ever challenging conventional drug discovery strategies. Here, we give an overview of the architecture, diversity and regulatory mechanisms employed by riboswitches with particular emphasis on the biophysical methods currently available to characterise their structure and functional dynamics.